PROTOTYPE AND LEARN

BROADCAST AND TRANSIT

CULTIVATE COLLABORATION

FOSTER CONNECTIONS

HONOR DIFFERENCE

NETWORK WEAVER MINDS AND PRACTICE

There is a delicate balance between cleaner fish and open production like short

HOLD TENSION

A skillful network practitioner — and a vibrant network — are able to identify, share, and hold tensions and contradictions within the group, which, if navigated gracefully, can build strength.

Every participant in a network brings specific skills, resources or perspectives and has different capacities, work/teams, skills, and languages. Networks are strengthened by understanding and leveraging this diversity.

While respecting the needs of individuals and their specialties, being aware of one’s own bias and understanding its impact on the network.

Network leadership requires courage, innovation, and commitment. Network practitioners are adept at connecting people, institutions, ideas, and concepts for mutual benefit and to create, grow, and sustain network purpose.

Every network requires effective working relationships, partnerships, and collaboration. The power of collective intelligence is in the processes of sharing, learning, and acting together.

Success looks like the capability to reduce complexity and craft a story and vision that people can rally around.
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